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REPORT ON TEE CONSULTATION WITH ISRAEL AND EXMINATION
0F THE ISRAELI IMPORT DEPOSIT SCHEME

1. At its meeting on 22-23 January 1970 the Council of Representatives was informed
by the delegation of Israel that Israel had introduced further measures affecting
imports, in the form of an import deposit requirement, for the purposes of safe-
guarding the foreign exchange reserves and restoring internal eqailibrium. The
Council, on the basis of the information available, agreed that the measure should be
examined in relation to the relevant provisions of the General Agreement, and the
Committee on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions was instructed to undertake this
examination at an early date, taking into account the discussions at the last
consultation with Israel on its import restrictions.

2. Inasmuch as the new measure was stated to have been resorted to for balance-of-
payments reasons, the Committeets discussion, which took place on 17 March 1970,
covered all the aspects normally covered in a consultation on balance-of-payments
restrictions. The Committee generally followed the plan for such consultations
recommended by the CONTACTING PARTIES (BISD, Seventh Supplement, pages 97-98). The
Committee considered, therefore, that the discussion may be deemed tc constitute
Israel's consultation for 1970. The present report follows the usual pattern of a
report on such a consultation. The Committee's special recommendations on the import
deposit scheme are set forth in the concluding section of the report.

3. The Commiittee had before it: (a) the report on the last consultation with
Israel (BOP/R/40); (b) a now basic document supplied by the Israsli authorities
which contains, inter alia, a description and explanation of the import deposit
scheme and to which were attached the relevant administrative regulations' (BOP/R/103);
and (c) supplementary background rnaterial supplied by the International Monetary
Fund, dated 26 February 19'70,

Consultation with the IMF

4. Pursuant to the provisions of Article XV of the General Agreenent the
International Monetary Fund had been invited to consult with the CONTROCTING PARTIES
in connexion with these Israeli measures. In accordance with the agreed procedures
the representative of the Fund was invited to make a statement concerning the
position of Israel. The statement made was as follows:

"The Fund invites the attention of the CONTRACTING FARTIES to the
statement made by the Fund representative on the occasion of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES 1969 balance of payments consultation with israel, and to the
supplementary background material dated 26 February 1970, which has been
transmitted te the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
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"The import deposit scheme introduced by Israel on 11 January 1970 was
one of a series of measures designed t. slow downthe decline in foreign
exchange reserves. Other measure taken by the Government include increases
in income tax and someindirect taxes,higher social security contributions
and a compulsory defense loan.

"Israel' s balance of payments is characterized by large manual deficits
on goods and services wihich are financed by a surplus on: capital account and
by a substantial inflow of funds from. unilateral transfers. In most of the
years during the 1960!s, up te 1968, capital inflows and receipts from
unilateral transfers exceeded the deficits on goods and services, with the
result that Israel was able to increase her holdings of foreign exchange
reserves.

"The situation changed gd rapidly, however, durin961aa8 =nd 1969, when.
risingvgomeernnt expenditure, mainly for defense, and an expansion -in
domestic activity, particularly a rapid acceleration of investment, led to
a sharpeeris in imports. In 1968eth deficit on goods and services rose
by $165 million, to $696 million Trahe pid expansion inmdoestic activity
continued othrughout 1969, Govasernment oprret and Drivate consumption rose by
nearly 12 per cent aend investmnt incraseed by 24 IImmpr cent. ports grew
duraring the ye by about 20 per cemnt, with iports of consumer goods rising
by neearly 30 pr cent meand ionvestnt goeds by 40 pmmr cent. Cmodity
xmts conotoinued tûgreasao ibynubneroienng AlpaAlt- though exports of

citrus fdruit diidcomedmenot co up to expectations, increasing by oenly 5 pr cent,
exporteseof othr agricultdudral proucts rose by 13 pear cent nd industrial

ereereotswpeent higxhoerxports.Efsi:rsrves rose by less than
2erpentc in 1969 mpcoedar witanh ineacrse of 29erpewt nn i1968: the
main reasons for the osdowlwn wrdon1er9re69 we a decline of 12 per cent in
tourism (folalowing n 84 per cent increase in 1967) and a decline eof 16 pr
per cenvestmnt in ientvestzont income.

goods andservicesgrewin1969by$"Thcdgodsfid ci9in196Sovic$e gra`l:¼9y ,w208 million, or
29 pocewnre$t, to 530amillon. Unilterweal $3trfers ue.,7llion higher
andedil,uatmhe iflcermf mc andatlong-trLcapita £ 40 million, was
$10 million higher tha that ofa 1968. . a result almost the entire incre..
in th agoods and services deficit had to be finiced by a running down of-
gaold and foereign excamc reserves. The Bnk of Isral's holdings of gold
and foreign exchnge declined in 1969 by $250 million to $e12 million; this
amount was equIvalent to tw and one half months of airports; a year earlier
reserves were equivalent to four and one half months of imports.

"In 1969 Israel purch.ed the _uivalent of I$4 million fromi he
International Monetarey Func thies purchase comprised th gold tranch
and the first credit tranche. Further eon 22 January 1970, Israel used th
fulI amont oiher allocation of SDR's ($15.l million).
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"The import deposit scheme introduced on 11 January 1970, is limited in
its impact as it applies only to approximately 16 per cent of total commodity
imports. The. Fund believes that the effect of the import deposit scheme.does
not go beyondthe extent necessary, in conjunction with other measures, to
stop a serious decline in Israel's monetary reserves. The Fund hopes that,
when the balance-of-payments situation permits some relaxation of policy, the
Israel authorities will accord priority to phasing out the deposit scheme."

Opening statement bythe representative of Israel

5. In his opening statement; the text of which is annexed to the present report,
the representative of Israel recalled the discussions on the country' s balance -
of-payments position at the last consultation with Israel in November 1969, and
suppliedinformation onmore recent developments. Attention was drawn to the
mounting deficit oncurrent account and the resultingdrastic decline in foreign
exchange reservesin1969 and in theearly ,months of 1970. The import deposit
measure taken in January1970formed part of a series of policy measures which had
been foreshadowed during the November consultation aimed at stabilizing wages and
prices and at containing theinflationarypressures in general. In this context
the representativeof. Israel described the main features ofa tripartiteagreement
recently concludedbetweenthe Government, the employerrsand the trade unions,
which provided forvery limited wageincreases, to be paid in the form of
Government bonds, which wouldbe matched by equivalent bond purchases by the
employer. Parallel to this agreement a number offiscal measures were taken by
the Government., including anincrease in the defencelevy, higher social security
contributions, placing the detence loan on a compulsery basis, a rise in indirect
taxes, and a veduction in foreign exchange travel allowances. Other measures,
such as the abolition ofthe legal interest rate ceiling, changes intaxation
procedures, and limitations on housingandbuilding projects, were also to be
shortly implemented.

6. The import depositscheme had been introduced in the contextof aseries of
diverse measures designedto stem the drain on the foreign exchange reserves. It
was however, not aimedat lowering the level of imports in absolute terms, but
merely at achieving alower rate of growth or imports which was currently running
atan excessively high level. It covered onlya small proportion some
16 per cent -- of totalimportsand affected mainlyconsumer goods. The bulk of

imports, including plant andequipment raw materials and, Government imports,
were not affected. The measurewas r egarded as being of a purely temporary
nature, and the (Government's basic policy remained one of liberalization of the
foreign trad régime. Israel 's long-term policy was tosolve herbalance -of-
payments problemsthrought the exports and foreign exchange receipts
rather than through theparing downof imports.

7. In disensing thebalance -of-paymentsposition of Israel, members of the
Committee expressed their understandingand. concern for Israel's balance-of-payments
difficulty.It was noted that the recent aggravation these difficulties would
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seem to stem in some measure from increased defence expenditures abroad. The
increase in imports, especially defence imports, had substantially overtaken the
growth in exports and had upset the traditional pattern of Israel's balance of
payments, which had historically been characterized by a considerable current
account deficit more than adequately covered by capital inflows, preponderantly
comprising unilateral transfers from abroad. Defance imports, which had
represented some 25 per cent of the deficit on goods and services account in
1964-1966, had, on the average, accounted during the last three years for about
50 per cent of the deficit. During 1969, nearly 40 per cent of the budget and
25 per cent of the gross national product wore devoted to defence expenditures,
and no alleviation of this burden would seem to be in sight. Added to this,
important elemants of the Israeli progress toward balance-of-payments equilibrium
were precarious, especially in the case of receipts from tourism and the closely-
related transportation services, which could be adversely affected by military
and political events. In the face of this conglemeration of extremely difficult
problems it was probably inevitble that Goverment officials in Israel should
advocate various, often widely divergent, policies. The representative of Israel
was invited to comment on the prospects of the various policy lïnes being followed,
on how the Government envisaged dealing with the immediate critical situation, on
how it planned to corret itsbalace-of-payments deficit, particularly the
increased deficit in the current account, and on how it viewed the prospects for
Israel' s balance of payments in 1970. Specifically, ha was asked whether his
Government expected capital inflow to increased in 1970.

8. The representative of Israel, in reply to these questions, reiterated the
principal points in his opening statement relating to his Government's basic
policies and long-term, objectives. As regards the balance-of-payments prospects
for 1970, the Israel representative gave the Committee some tentative projections
for comparison with the 1968 and 1969 figures given in the basic document
(cf. BOP/103, Annex lV). In discussing these projections the Israeli representative
stressed their provisional nature and. the likelihood of their being adjusted and
revised in the coming months. Apart from the uncertainty of futures events,
Government policies directly bearing on the flow of foreign currency receipts and
expenditures were themselves subject to frequent reviewand modification. As the
main objective of Government policy at present was to stop the boom and to restore
a more steady rate of economic growth without bringing about a recession, the
various policy measures had to be applied with extreme delicacy and reviewed
constantly in the light of their effects and ramifications. Consequently, there
could be no question of setting fixed courses to be inflexibly followed over
prolonged periods or of giving exact economic forecasts for the coming year.

9. A member of the Committee observed that, even though capital inflow and
unilateral transfers to Israel in 1969 had, as had been forecast by the Israeli
authorities, both significantly exceeded their 1968 levels(by $37 million and
$10 million respectively), these had been insufficient to close therapidly rising
current account pamentsgap, and this had to be met by running down foreign
exchange reserves. As regards 1970, it had been forecast that capital inflow and
unilateral transfers would again rise, although in the latter case by a smaller
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margin than in 1969. On the other hand, the increased inflow of these capital
funds would seem to be increasingly devoted to current, notably defence,
expenditure rather than, as previously, to productive investment. The Israeli
representative was invited to comment on the long-term implications of his change
in the country's debt structure.

10. It was noted in the discussion that the current difficulties met by Israel
in its balance of payments and the fall in its foreign exchange reserves must be
viewod against the background of a booming economy and a remarkably high rate of
growth in the gross national product and in industrial production. Remedies to
redress the external disequilibrium, as the Israeli authorities were obviously
aware, had to be sought in appropriate domestic and monetary policies. The
measures that had been taken in the past year to combat excess demand, e.g. the
bank credit restriction introduced last November bearing directly on consumer
financing, the rise in the Bank Rate with the ancillary aim of raising commercial
lending rates, the wage stabilization agreement mentioned above, etc. would all
appear to be appropriate in the circumstances. Invited to comment on the effects
of those various internal financial measures, the representative of Israel
expressed the view that as the measures had mostly been introduced only recently,
it was too early to assess their effects. The credit restrictions and high cest
of borrowing should dampen demand, although this had not as yet been reflected in
a decline in imports. The boom spell had not yet been broken, and disposable
personal income had not yet been reduced to any significant extent; a certain
time would have to elapse before the effects of the disinflationary measures were
generally felt. In general, public expectationhad remained buoyant and the
various fiscal measures adopted had had so far onlya limted effect on spending.
It was to be hoped that when the effects of all these measures become generally
felt, their impact would not be so strong as to bring on a full fledged recession.

System and methods of the restrictions

11. Membersof the Committee recalled. an indication givenby the Israeli
representative at the consultation last November concerning the pending adoption
of a five-year plan providing for tariff reductions on industrial products in
1971-1975, and referred to the growing need for fiscal revenueon the part of
the Government. They wished to know the general outline of Israel's tariff policy
during the next five years and whether it remained Israel's intention to pursue
the previously announced goal of reducing average tariffs to a range of
30 to 60 per cent by 1974, and an eventual goal of 25 to 35 per cent, as described
in paragraph 20 of the report on last November's consultation with Israel
(BOP/R/40). The representative of Israel replied that there had been no changes
in the five-year tariff reduction plan. By 1975, import duties onall products
which were also produced locally would be at such a level as to afford the legally
produced products effective protection of not more than 35 per cent (i.e. 35 per cent
on the value added in domestic production). Despite the difficult balance-of-
payments situation tariff reductions scheduled for 1 January 1970 had been effected
on that date.
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12. Asked whether the five-year plan for tariff reduction had been published,
the representative of Israel stated that the policy had boon announced and
discussed with industry, but that a detailed schedule of proposed tariff reductions
for individual items had not been published. As had been explained at the last
consultation the value-added element differed not only from industry to industry,
but between different producers in a given sector. The calculation of the rate of
tariff reduction necessary to bring the protection down to a uniform level would-
be different in practicallyevery case, and was a laberious and time-consuming
process. In order to avoid complications and unnecessary polemics, the authorities
had decided not to publish the reduction rates until the appropriate time. In
response to a question on how protective duties based on the value-added concept
would be calculated for non-locally produced imports, the representative of Israel
explained that the protectiveduties would be applied naturally only to products
which were also produced in Israel. Import duties and excise taxes on other
products, in fact the vast majority of imports,would be of a fiscal nature and
their calculation wolud not be related to any such criteria.

t n13. In response to questions comncerning th adinistration of the import controls,
tih reprcntctve o Iesrtmel emmntfo mcd ehhe C=:eeaeeftat threhad bnurther
farmovals dministrative colarol;astNovember,forexample, mlsemsncestovcrab or cxsx certain
productsellmsntionercin loteli "f" aes a a. ecutan che liest had sincaben
tke. fflAl e contrAoi lis. Lscheddle hadd beee workeecout r tho
iebpaalzaetimn tof thm-nl ducts nr"eoned i." "a.-2;'T process of

libereagreatlyacceleratedinlizaignnhad bemnedtleiy acclrtn 1969m i tehe coing yars it
would be continued at a sewhat slower pace. The accelerated liberalization had
et wiehelcandonsiddble criticisemmm aneed rac, aspecial mPuleicCoritc hd had

to b soupe t invctsie;ae owppeeals ebpy maneufacoeenetuHeevr, hc olicey haboc
te reairo oncrete evidence of disruaptionm cn dea:.eg bcfro rotective tariffs
ceould braised for a particular industry. In other woerds th established policy
oef trad liberalizatilon woud be continued.

14concerning. Questions were raised crninl Iesrae's bilateral ageementes. Th
representative of Israe confirmaemed that of the five bilaterml pynts agreements
which his Goverment had had at the time of ethe last consultation in Novembr 1969,
only those with Hungary, Beulgaeria, Brazil and Portugal rmaind in force. The
lbviiatcl emeeo; with ùuosa1.had estlsed in March 1970e. Hc*at th his
thGopvetrneamts poyleeiciirnshedbp ehad bcnedircdc twads the gra.ual
mtntion pof bilatralel.aytents aregaremdee-nseHo clie hayt rswhile threeceac.
ago teher had eebn ten such agermeents, covering some 3 to 4 epr ecnt of Isreal's
total traed, terehwe re now only four such agremeents, covering no moer than
1 epr ecnt of teh traed.

5.r Recallngcaiierdimscusssions, sonecrber pnoted that tho urchase tax
lvide n Israle o certain idtesm,importde nto or proaeduced in Isrcle as set
a antes gonr.ll ramnging fro' 2to 60 per cent ofealthe wholsetl elue, in som

cases xeeeding 100 pre cent, and theat an dunxeectd increase of uperton16 prcnt
in this taxe head ctakn ffet with re spect toa wiode rangeef consumr goods in
ay 169. Sience thne urther increases on peasseng.rcars, imported cigarettes
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liquor and food delicacieshad been nr. oancne dniearlyFa cebrua1wzr;A-A a70. s.Sreesault th tlx on fumpolte-sizer ihjadbeenoverrd csper ni 6,w0i00nier0wiper ut, hlethema ufacturedinIsraelcarriedataxsfmuyyabout pe o m.af rs.:lcr dtax:o;Jo af$1,000o abcuY;OC.
Thips sitseuatxion hadrisheepsbcdapue tseeexnt urha ta eon cdrs asmble in

r Isreeanmdwightw_rethecriteriafortaxing-blsd vlumae wileartw sic eeenztwcraxingia for t
whosteranyimported ca.. In this context, it ew-aserk.etc fuer rate
ecch.;n ptheelIrc1urcaea tax msyesetoicr ontea n tahen.erfuture.
cson ewaurpsseltoaaiiedeeke1grdpircng po-.rof-z le rcnîDuas

taaaxes ff,ective 9eFbeary e19m70ano, wsrheneet tGeomorenotf Iaelsrecedo
adopt a uniform basis forle vying the purchase taxo et mIiineat the hhiger
fefotive ra.e falling on ecotannrfoerign godo , as cmparodl otesmixarl domestic

goods.

16.e The reeprsentaitiv of Isral reepliod tthat the syseo f axtation was
maintainedun r legislaetion owehich aexiset beofr Isar al joined theGA T na
hncen was ermietedt ndr the etrs of its accession. With respect to large cars,
eit wa's the Govrments policy ot ennompcounrage foremeaioc adhe social rsns t
ues of smaller cars in Isreal and for thee samereasodn th local prouctionof
laerg cars, abhoe 1,800 cc.e.,dhbeen haleo. While it ould not be possible, for
tecmhnicala d aministrative rheaseoones,iot canihoer ni themmediaoite future o
a unified system of tamxatieon dfhor iportdan omee-lprdouecd vhces, the recent
tax incrnaeesshagdeeted prgordisievly toeddfiiish taeh fewerentilbeten
tdaxes omlvid on hmo-rdodiupectd ade cmiietfehilacps (of expm,e,as thepurcaes
tax on ohem-produced vehicles udenr 1,300 cc.ahd eenraibesd inF ebruary by

214. epr ecnt, whereas trh tax on smiilar sedimpoiretd veh cleswa;s arsedi by
only 11 per cent. The respectiev atx ariesfosrmedum-sizedd cars (1,300 ot
,1800 cc.) weer 43 per cent for omhep-rdocedc evhiceslas oppoasde to
23.5 per ecnt for mporretd evihlesc. W hilstf o larger acsr o(evr 1,800 cc.) teh
ersepctiev tax incraases weer,8 6p er cent orhomejprod-cude a sopp oeds ot
30.8 epr cent for miporedt cars.) This narrowing of the gap ahd ni fact cauesdomeUoptecytamong- IJraeui producerscwho claimedthatthey ,err beinggiveno
nsiufficeint porecttino.As ergrdsa hteo terhspe cificqesstoins asedr, ter

ann purpose oc-thein r ase n thepurchase ta-effectrveo 9CFecrua.y-.970 was
toabsorb excesspurchasing power. As far as was known tothe delegation, no
further changes in purchase taxrates were contemplated at the present time.
However it might be noted that, for obvious reasons, no goverdnmentcoul publish
any projected upward revisions in purchase tax in advance. The Israeli delegation
would be happy to provide any interested contracting parties with full of
the product coverageand actual rates of the tax appliedas from 9 February.

The import deposit scheme

17. At the outset of the disceassion of the import deposit scheme the
representative of Israel drew attention to the detailedinformation on the scheme
in the basic document for the consultation (BOP/103 and Annex VI) and pointed out
that this measure under examination should be described as an import deposit scheme
rather than a "prior" deposit scheme since the deposit was not required prior to
the issue of an import licence, which might be several months before thegoods
were actually imported, but only when the goods were cleared through the customs.
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18. Some members of the Committee expressed concern that the scheme, which
required importers of all goods bearinga customs duty of 30 per cent or more
to deposit one half of the c.i.f. value of imports with the Bank of Israel for
a six-month period, would certainly have a restrictive effect on imports,
particularly since the Central Bank had publicly urged banks not to grant credit
to finance these deposits. It was appreciated that the immediate objective of
the imposition of this requirement was to take liquidity out of the economy and
to reduce the scope for speculative purchases. However, since most basic food
commodities, raw materials and machinery for agricultural or industrial use were
exempt, the impact of the deposit requirement was concentrated on such products

as non-essential foodstuffs, luxury consumer items and manufactured goods of a
type produced in Israel. Countries rnainly exporting such products would be
particularly bearing the burdon. The Government of Israel was therefore urged
to phase out the scheme ina non-discriminatory fashion as soon as possible. The
representative of Israel stated that the current intention of his authorities
was to terminate the scheme by the end of 1970.

19. In reply to a question on what alternative measures had been considered to
replace the import deposit scheme the representative of Israel said that so far
no alternative measures had been considered. Nowere any changes planned with
respect to the present scheme, either in the deposit rate or inthe product
coverage. Asked if therewere any procedures for providing relief whore all or
part of the goodson which a

deposit was required was re-exported, the
representative of Israel said that to the best of his knowledge none of the goods
subject to the deposit requirment was intended for re-export. Goods in bond
which had not passed through the customs wer net subject to the deposit requirement.
On the question of liability to deposit in those cases where specific duty rates
were applied, therepresentative of Israel said that as the import prices were known
to the customs authorities, there would be no difficulty in determining whether the
ad valorem incidence of the specific duty was aboveeor below 30 per cent. Asked
what was the trade value of the manufacturescovered by the scheme, he replied that
this had amounted to $220 million 1960. It was queried why a trade restrictive
measure had been chosen to assist the balance-of-payments adjustment in lieu of
internal measures. The representative of Israel pointed out that it had net been
chosen in lieu of, but in addition to, internal measures.

20. While it was appreciated that the import deposit scheme was a temporary
measure to be eliminated at the end of 1970, some members of the Committee felt
that general fiscal and monetary measures, which. unlike the import deposit
would not have the effect of protecting or discriminating in favour of similar
domestic products, were preferable alternatives for the purpose of redressing a
balance-of-payments situation Further, the import deposit scheme could also
have the effect of diverting productive resources from export industries and thus
adversely affectthe developmentofIsrael'se;psmvncoopnt c eI'sracpT exort capabilities. The represen-
taativee f esral stressesadetehetth import depossit hm was introduced in addition
to a easuwi raWoilne f itnterneasares. h eilmoneaerey and fiscal measures wr
evidently more aiporgtantonsmptools for aurtglin cmtion, a measure with an
iieo pycoloical ifmpact had beeoynTh oimportanceofund eeccssyrY.e c i-otn the
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scheme resided in the fact that it had an immediateeffect onthe traders'
import planning, particularly with regard to consumergoods.Anyadverse effects
on the export industries would be nolegible .

21. A member of the Committee, noting that the deposit schemehadbeen
accompanied by certain measures of credit restriction, supplemented by the
removal of the ceiling on interest rates, asked what was thestrength of the
request made by the CentralBank for commercialbanksnottoextend credit to

finance import deposits. The representative of Israel replied that therequest
had been indeed a stern one. In general the Bankof Israelhad already done a
great deal to limit loans and restrict credit. The Bank held sufficient
authority to do this and no further legislative action was needed.

22. In reply to a query on whether the import deposit scheme would be removed
in a selective or in a uniform manner, the representative of Israel said that
it would be removed for all countries simultaneously in a non-discriminatory
manner.

Conclusions

23. The Committee recalled the comments and views put forward at the last
consultation with Israel in November 1969 and expressed the hope that the various
fiscal and monetary measures that had been taken would be effective in stemming
excess demand, and in lessening the pressure on the balance of payments, so as
to enable Israel to maintain the import liberalization programme.

24. As regards the import deposit scheme, the Committee noted the view of the
IMF that "the effect of the scheme does not go beyond the extent necessary, in
conjunction with other measures, to stop a seriousdecline in Israel'smonetary
reserves". The Committee shared the hope of the Fund that when the balance-of-
payments situation permittd some relaxation of policy theIsraeli authorities
would accord priority to phasing outthe deposit scheme (of paragraph 4above ).
In this regard, the Committee welcome the statement of theIsraeli t preeents-raeivcthate th Ielsrai autitiesintendedtohornietieoteinatebythescheaembyh97e doof 9se intc 100oanda thatowould be takeninanon-discriminatorymanner.acaionouehtnenld brminatoiymannern -iscin.
hisde25. The orooaratklisvatened0 Isha.1h3sdelegattasenno!rof tloe athismeeaingandwouldconveythemtollthviomeasnd co watd' ott fcumeetin tlemdtio.conv-Ct
th .epcrata utoritiesael.in _



ANNEX

Opening Statement by the Representative of Israel

1. The present consultation has been called primarily to examine the import
deposit scheme and report to the Council. However, I should point out from the
beginning that the deposit scheme is only one of a whole series of measures which
have recently been decided upon by my authorities in order to remedy Israel's
deteriorating balance-of-payments situation. These measures were already
forshadowedat the last consultation which took place in November 1969, but at
that time we were not in a position to inform the Committee of the specific
measures which were contemplated. As the import deposit scheme and the other
related measures are intimately linked with our balance-of-payments problems,
we have thought it advisable to provide the Committee with complete background
materiall relating to our payments situation, updated to 31 December 1969 and we
hope therefore that the Committee will regard this present meeting as
constituting a full consultation on Israel's balance-of-payments restrictions for
1970.

2. In regard to the background material which appears in document BOP/103, I
should like to make one small correction to the heading: the Israel scheme is
not a prior deposit scheme, a term which normally applies to schemes where a
deposit has to be paid at the time of application for import licences many months
before the goods are actually delivered, whereas in the case of our scheme the
deposit is payable only at thetime the goods are cleared through the customs.

3. The Committee has already received a very detailed picture of our balance-of.
payments position both at the last consultation and in the supplementary
background material now supplied by the InternatioinaliMonetary Fund and, of course,
in the basic document which we have supplied to the Committee for its present
meeting. Therefore, it will be sufficient for me to outline the salient features
of our present balance-of-payments position. As may be seen from Annex IV of the
basic documen , the deficit oncurrent account had, in 1969, mounted to the
staggering figure of $930 million, as compared with $722 million in 1968 and
-530 million in 1967. During the same period the proportion of imports covered
by exports of goods fell from 73 per cent in 1967 to only 56 per cent in 1969.
Our foreign exchange reserves which stood at the record level of $770 million
at the end of March 1968, had fallen, by the end of 1969, to only $412 million and,
by the end of February this year, the reserves had declined still further, to
$381 million - an amount which is barely sufficient to cover two months of imports
of goods and services, which is an extremely low figure talking into account
Israel's present situation.

4. The rapid deterioration in the balance of payments during these two years
occurred in a period of uninterruptedand.unprecedented economic growth. In the
two years 1967-69, the gross national product rose by no less than 31.5 per cent.
In the same two-year period; industrial production increased by as much as

51 per cent, gross investments rose by 76 per cent, productivity rose by
12.5 per cent and exported of goods increased by 28 per cent, although
unfortunately the increase in imports was even greater.



5. The new Government which came into office at the end of 1969 had to take
immediate steps to deal with the serious balance-of-payments situation,having
regard also to our increasingly onevoussecurityburdenand the problems of
absorbing the steady flow of new immigrants. Furthermore, at the beginning of
1970, most of the wage agreements between thetrade unions and the employers
were due to expire and it was clear that the tradeunions would make demands for
large wage increaseswhich could further undermine the stability of the economy.
Faced with this situation, the Government had intended to impose, as a partial
remedy, drastic increases in taxation. In the light of the serioussituation,
and after consultations between the representatives of the Government, the trade
unions and the employers, a unique compromise was hammered out, known as the
"package deal", whose main purpose was to ensure the continued stability of
prices and wages. The following are the main points of the agreement:

(a) During the coming two years the total wage rise will be limited to a
ceiling of 7 per cent, of which 4 per cent will be paid in 1970 in the
form of interest-bearing Government bonds (which are taxable) and
further 2-3 per cent will be paid in 1971 either in cash or in bonds.

(b) To compensate workers for the fall in the value of real wages due to
rising prices, a tax-free cost-ofi-living increment of 4 per cent will
be paid on the basic wage of I£ 700 ($.200). A further cost-of-living
increment would be paid in 1971 should the index rise by more than
3 per cent during 1970.

(c) The Government will refrain from the imposition of heavy new taxation
and tax raiseswill be limited to a bareminimum on goods and services.
The Government willalso endeavour to limitincreases in taxation by
local authorities.

(d) Theemployers undertake to purchase Government bonds to an amount equal
to the value of those purchased by the workers and, furthermore, under-
take to try to prevent increases in prices of commodities and services.

6. These are the main feturesof the agreement, However, the package deal by
itself will act no more than a brake onthe boom and, in order to siphon off
excess purchasing power, a number of internal restrictive measures have been taken
by the Government. Among these, I should like to mention the following:

(1) The defence levy has been raised from 10 per cent to 15 per cent o
the value of income tax paid.

(2) Employers' contributions to social insurance have been raised by
5.5 per cent, whilst those of the employees have been raised by
1.4 per cent.
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(3) The defence loan which was formerly on a voluntary base has now
been made compulsory.

(4) Indirect taxes on a broad range of goods (mainly durables) have
been raised and stamp taxes and other levies have also been
increased.

(5) The foreign exchange allowance for foreign travel has been
reduced from $370 to $250 per person.

7. A number of other measures are under actual consideration by the Government
and will be implemented within the next few weeks. I will mention here only a
few of these: preparations are in an advanced stage for the abolition of the
legal interest ceiling, thus allowing interest rates to rise and dampen down
excess demand for money. Suppliers, contractors and sub-contractors to the
Government and to the building trade will in future be taxed at source and,
in addition, taxes will be deducted at source from earnings on foreign investment
portfolios. Administrative limitations on private building are being introduced
in the near future, and public construction is also being cut back.

8. Following the tripartite package deal and the other measures which I have
alluded to, the Government has determined the main lines of its economic policy
for the coming period. These aree first, a continuance of the rapid economic
growth in order to produce the additional resources required to cover the cost
of security and immigration while maintaining the present level. of social
services. Secondly, limitation of the rate of growth of private and public
consumption. Thirdly, exports are to be expanded at a faster rate, particular
emphasis being laid on increasing our competitiveness in foreign markets. At
the same time, the rate of growth of imports will be slowed down (and this,
incidentally, is one of the main purposes of the import deposit scheme).
Lastly, the maintenance of overall economic stability, particularly in regard to
wages and prices.

9. I now come to the import deposit scheme itself which is the prime cause of
our meeting this morning. Full details of the scheme are given in Annex VI of
the document which you have before you. The main purposes of the scheme are to
slow down the rapid growth in imports (but not necessarily to lower imports in
absolute terms) and to absorb means of payment from the economy. We estimate
that the quantity of money to be frozen as a result of the operation of the
scheme will be in the region of I£ 200 million. As we have pointed out in the
basic document, only a relatively small part of our imports (some 16 per cent)
will be affected, mainly goods intended for the direct use of the consumer;
whereas the vast bulk of imports, including plant and equipment, raw materials
and Government imports, remain unaffected by the scheme.

10. During the coming months we shall be reviewing the operation of the scheme
in the light of developments in the balance of payments and evaluating it in
the light of the results achieved. I should emphasize that we regard the scheme
as being of a temporary nature only.
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11. I should like to re-emphasize that notwithstanding the application of the
scheme, the Government fully intends to pursue its policy of liberalization of
imports in the belief that onlysuch a policy can bring about a rational
allocation of resources and the development of efficient and competitive export
industries. As I have pointed out, our basic strategy aims at closing the gap
in the balance of payments by means of expansion of exports rather than by the
contraction of imports; but, in order to ensure the success of such a policy,
we must be able to guarantee unimpeded access to our most important markets.

12. Here I might remind the Committee of the particular geopolitical situation
of Israel which unfortunately, for the present, does not allow our participation
in a regional grouping. On the other hand, we are witness today to an increasing
crystallization ofworld trade into large economic blocks. As Europe constitutes
our largest market we view with particular concern the situation which will
arise when, as now seems likely, the United Kingdom and some Scandinavian
countries become members of the European Common Market.

13. It was with these considerations in mind that we have carried out the recently
concluded negotiations with the European Economic Community. As Committee
members will have seen in the press, a trade agreement has been concluded, but
not yet signed; nor yet has any date been fixed for its implementation. When
the agreement is formally signed we shall, of course, together with our partners,
carry out the necessary GATT procedures and we are confident. that this agreement
will be examined with comprehension and with the appropriate understanding by
our trading partners members of the GATT. If, however, it should come about
that we are prevented from implementing that agreement, which forms a crucial
part of the total fabric of our export, import an investment strategy. than
it is evident that my Government will be forced to reconsider its whole foreign
trade policy and take appropriate measures to protect the economy.


